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Welcome 
from the MD
A very warm welcome to you and congratulations on becoming 
a promoter of eDo$h. I applaud you for taking what I know will 
be a significant step in your life, as you focus on building strong 
financial success and increase your options for the life choices 
you can make.

In 2008 I focused my attention on developing a global 
enterprise that would support people of every kind from every 
corner of the world; one that would not only assist people’s 
hip pocket but also one that would empower people to take 
control of their own financial well-being. I am a firm believer in 
the power of community where numbers of people can manifest 
tremendous power. 

With this vision and the help of some very talented people, I 
have been able to realise my dream. The success of my vision 
is your success in also achieving your own dreams. This is the 
power of community and the power of sharing. eDo$h is a 
simple enterprise; negotiate savings with suppliers, pass these 
savings back to the consumer, then further reward the consumer 
for multiplying this system. Used well it has the capacity to 
transform people’s lives… this I have seen firsthand. It is the 
‘power in numbers’ principle.

I wish you every success with your eDo$h business. 

Sincerely,

Shachar (Steve) Weiser. 
Managing Director
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Buy through the eDo$h portal and be 
rewarded with commissions - thereby 
spending less and earning more.

eDo$h - 
Choose Your Lifestyle
The universe is abundant with opportunities if we but open our eyes 
and dare to believe what may be possible. So what is the lifestyle that 
you wish to experience? 

Whatever your dream, there is no magic wand. Knowledge alone is 
of no use until it is applied. Diligent enterprise is the only vehicle for 
true success. How successful you become in eDo$h depends on how 
actively and regularly you apply the tools made available to you.

eDo$h gives you one of the most powerful business enterprises 
available. Digitally the world is no longer in slumber. Where once 
it was rare to hear of people banking and purchasing large items 
online, now it is commonplace. Combine the prolific internet usage 
on the globe with the ever-present desire people have to save on 
everyday purchases and you have a formula for success. eDo$h is 
that formula.

The system has been designed for ease of replication; simply 
by sending an email link to someone, they can activate a guest 
membership, join and become an eDo$h member and start to save. 
However the entrepreneurs among you will understand that to 
grow any enterprise, those in your business will require support, 
encouragement and advice on how to ensure their own success. 
A business is only as good as its people and in this case, your 
people are your five downlines. Help them to succeed and your own 
enterprise will flourish indeed. 

The uniqueness of eDo$h lies in its simplicity. Buy through the 
eDo$h portal and be rewarded with commissions - thereby 
spending less and earning more. It is certainly not difficult to 
convince people to enjoy these same benefits, so spreading the good 
news has never been simpler. 

When you look at the earning scenarios it seems astonishing what 
sort of income is possible, simply by replicating the process and 
using the eDo$h portal to purchase many of the things you already 
do from gifts to telecommunications. This is the Power of Numbers 
at work. 

Decide on the income level you need to support the lifestyle goals 
that you have. Then work out how many downline members you 
require and what is the average commission you will receive per 
downline member, based on various purchasing scenarios. See the 
section explaining Average Earnings Per Downline Member. You can 
run your own examples to enable you to decide on the approach to 
take and what products and services people in your demographic 
group are likely to buy.

At eDo$h we encourage big thinking… and why not! Yet we are 
mindful that big dreams are realised through thousands of small 
actions taken regularly. So dream big, set your goals but then get 
busy…regularly.
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eDo$h - 
Code of Ethics

eDo$h - 
Suppliers

1.  Honesty. The only healthy businesses are honest ones, for 
though short-term gains can often be had from dishonest dealings, 
sustainability and longevity are only achieved through fair and 
honest enterprise. We want all users to experience the positive 
power of community through eDo$h, and this must be the case for 
eDo$h to grow internationally. Any dishonesty will be dealt with 
swiftly and all benefits revoked. The absence of information is akin 
to a lie. Openess and transparency is a creed that we follow and 
that ensures powerful relationships are developed long-term.

2.  Integrity. Integrity is the lifeblood of a business. People want to 
deal with people that are genuine and they will keep coming back 
for as long as this is the case. eDo$h supports promoters who 
have strong character and encourages all to be persons of great 
integrity.

3.  Positive Communication. While the truism ‘if you don’t ask, 
you don’t get’ is very real, the way you ask is just as important. 
When promoting the eDo$h opportunities it is important to be 
positive in your communication, no matter the response that 
you may receive. Similarly if there are any aspects regarding the 
business that you need to discuss, we ask that this always be done 
in a respectful manner.

4.  Professionalism. Remember that when you are promoting 
eDo$h, you are representing not just yourself but the entire eDo$h 
community. It is essential that at all times you maintain a sense of 
professionalism and objectivity, irrespective of how someone may 
respond to your offer. Having a positive problem solving attitude 
is important. We seek to support and promote eDo$h leaders who 
share this outlook.

5.  Support. In any successful endeavour the roots lie in the support 
given to those who are part of your direct network. Fostering a 
strong supportive approach with those whom you bring into your 
downlines is vital for the success of your business and can mean 
the difference between moderate and major success. 

6.  Leadership. Leaders naturally have strong drive and enthusiasm. 
They do not wait for the answers to come to them but actively 
seek them of their own accord and apply the knowledge they gain 
diligently. eDo$h seeks people of resilience and fortitude who are 
focused on achieving great things. 

7.  Generosity. Successful people understand the law of reciprocity; 
that which you give comes back to you magnified many more 
times. In the spirit of community eDo$h is committed to giving 
a portion of earnings to worthy community organisations and 
charities. Successful eDo$h entrepreneurs will be encouraged 
to be part of this, which will not only give to people in need but 
grow the profile of eDo$h in the community supporting the brand 
proposition ‘power in numbers’.

eDo$h has negotiated commissions on your behalf and this will grow 
as our member base grows. How does this work?

When you log onto your eDo$h page, you can look at your growing 
eDo$h balance, see your down-line numbers growing, look through 
our suppliers latest specials and decide on what purchases you are 
want to make. 

Except for the store cards (Coles etc.), which are purchased on our 
site, all other purchases are made direct with the vendor through 
their online store. Or in the case of service providers such as Gotalk 
or Platinum Wealth product applications are done direct with them 
through their site. They will then contact you and the provision of 
services occurs as in any online transaction with a supplier.

As you all know eDo$h is all about power in numbers. As the 
eDo$h community grows so will our supplier list and the amount of 
commissions we receive from each supplier. Suppliers are classified 
into two distinctive areas, Group A and Group B. 

Group A

These include all suppliers that require our members entering into 
specific contracts and will be receiving commissions from us over 
the period of the contracts. This is where significant discounts have 
been negotiated. These are the foundation supplier group. Some 
may call them “set and forget” type suppliers. 

We encourage all of our members to utilise AT LEAST one of these 
suppliers and promote their down-line to do the same. This ensures 
a constant saving stream for you and a constant income stream from 
your down-line. 

The list will be updated as our suppliers and their commission rates 
change. To see a list of our current Group A suppliers look under 
Suppliers on the eDo$h website. 

 

Group B

These include all suppliers that do not require our members to sign 
contracts. They represent the “as and when required” supply group. 
Although not set and forget type suppliers, there are some major 
discounts available from some of these suppliers as well as us 
receiving significant commissions which, as you know, are passed 
onto our members.

We encourage all of our members to try and purchase as much of 
their monthly normal expenses through these suppliers. This will 
ensure they get some great savings, and as long as they encourage 
their own down-lines to do the same, will ensure they also earn 
great commissions.

The list will be updated as our suppliers and their commission rates 
change. To see a list of our current Group B suppliers look under 
Suppliers on the eDo$h website.
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At eDo$h we want all our members to benefit, even from Day 1. The 
eDo$h Downline Matrix Structure has been designed to ensure that 
members benefit early. There are many facets that distinguish the 
structure from many other MLM programs. These include…

1.  A limit of 5 levels. This ensures there are no “fat cats” who 
because they happen to join early simply sit on the top of the pile 
doing very little and reap the rewards of others efforts because they 
are paid to multiple levels. The limit of payment to 5 levels ensures 
that all members have a vested interest in continuing to invite new 
members and grow their business. 

2.  Equal Commission payments are made to each upline level. The 
purchaser receives 50-70% of the commissions paid to eDo$h 
and the 5 upline levels receive 25-45% at either 5% or 9% at each 
level. The remaining 5% stays with eDo$h. This means that all 
levels in the structure are getting significant percentage payments 
from each purchase made in their downlines. The income 
generated through the high percentage payments more than offset 
the additional payments that might be received by paying down to 
multiple levels.

3.  Whilst there is obviously greater opportunity in joining earlier 
and developing a large downline member base, the eDo$h 
Matrix Structure is a community minded one where substantial 
commissions are paid to even the newest members, so that 
everyone gains.

4.  As shown in the model opposite, the maximum number of 
members that can be added to a Promoters first downline is 25. 
This is seen as the maximum number of people that can be actively 
supported day to day and represents a Promoters important front 
line. When joining, Members are given the option to reserve 20 
of these 25 first downline positions, leaving 5 open so that their 
upline can allocate members to these positions.

5.  The revenue gained by any members that join direct through the 
website (as opposed to being invited by someone specifically), is 
placed into a bonus pool, used to incentivise and reward business 
achievers. 

These key principles in the design of the structure, makes the 
eDo$h Multi Level Marketing Program the fairest possible, one 
where everyone can benefit and one where significant rewards can 
be obtained.

eDo$h - 
Member Structure

The eDo$h system allows members to establish additional legs 
as they attain increased levels of success. There is no limitation 
therefore as to how large Promoters can grow their eDo$h Enterprise. 

As explained in the Success Level Section below, once Promoters 
reach the level of Senior Coordinator, they are then able to establish 
another leg of 25. As a Senior Coordinator a Promoter now has 
Coordinators in their downline who can manage that member base, 
enabling the Senior Coordinators to develop another business centre.

This same model applies to subsequent business downlines that 
achieve the same growth.

251 2 3 ...

251 2 3 ...

251 2 3 ...

251 2 3 ...

251 2 3 ...

x 25

x 25 x 25

x 25 x 25 x 25

x 25 x 25 x 25 x 25

Downline 
Diagram
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eDo$h - 
Success Levels
As with any business, opportunities abound for anyone who can seize the day and 
assertively promote and like most businesses, those who do will be well rewarded.

The eDo$h Management Team have devised different promoter levels each 
representing the attainment of specific levels of business achieved. Each level in 
itself is an important milestone in the development of the Independent Business 
Promoters and the graduation from one level to the next, is indicative of the fact 
that the Promoters income has reached a new level.

The levels are as follows…

1.  Independent Promoter. You become an eDo$h Independent Promoter simply 
by registering as an eDo$h member and begin inviting others to do the same. 
You maintain your status as an Independent Promoter by purchasing a minimum 
amount of products and services through the eDo$h website and being 
Commission Qualified. This is set out in the Commission Qualification Section.

2.  Independent Consultant. An Independent Consultant is someone who has 
recruited 15 Independent Promoters. Once this level has been attained the 
Promoter can apply for and receive a Business Promotion Pack consisting of 
Presentation Folder, Brochures, DVD, eDo$h T-Shirt and Cap, Car Magnets 
and most importantly 500 Business Cards. With 15 people introduced into a 
Members Downline eDo$h recognises the pro-active nature of the Promoter 
and rewards with this pack. For Members who want to assertively promote 
the Business opportunity from Day 1, knowing they are intent on building a 
strong downline, they can order and pay $139.00 for these Business Packs, 
independent of the number of members introduced.

3.  Coordinator. When 20 new members have been recruited to a Consultants 
business downline and at least 10 of these 20 people have themselves become 
Independent Consultants the Member then qualifies as a Coordinator. 

4.  Senior Coordinator. At Level 4 the member is now a Senior Coordinator. To 
qualify for this 40 members have been recruited into the members business 
downline, 8 of whom have reached the level of Coordinator themselves. As a 
Senior Coordinator who has Coordinators able to manage the existing business 
downline, the Senior Coordinator may now establish a second business leg. 
This also entitles the Senior Coordinator to share in monthly promotional 
bonuses made available from the bonus pool.

5.  Team Manager. When you’ve personally recruited 75 other people into 
eDo$h, of which at least 6 have reached the level of Senior Coordinator you 
become an eDo$h Team Manager. 

As a significant contributor in growing the eDo$h business the eDo$h Team 
Manager will receive greater monthly promotional bonuses. Team Managers will 
also be invited to attend management conferences at international venues. And 
they’ll receive a monthly allowance to assist them in building their business.

6.  eDo$h Executive Manager. Open to the very best of entrepreneurs, the 
title of eDo$h Executive Manager awaits those who can really grasp the vision 
of eDo$h and grow their business in the hundreds of thousands, and this is 
available to anyone who can apply the principles of networking and support 
others to do the same. In achieving this position, you would have proven 
yourself to be an instrumental part of the eDo$h management family having 
personally recruited 100 eDo$h Members of which at least 5 have reached the 
level of Team Manager. 

As such you will be invited to play a Senior role in the International Management 
Team, focusing on the growth of the business internationally and compensated 
accordingly by way of retainer in addition to the massive earnings being 
received through your network.
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How much can I earn?

How much you can earn is dependent on who you get involved. 
It is essential that you do not over-promise or make unrealistic 
statements. For some people this will be a system that they can use 
to save on their expenses, for some a way to make an extra couple of 
hundred dollars a month and for others who treat this as a business 
opportunity that helps people save while you earn money, it can be a 
major enterprise delivering substantial monetary returns.

However, lets look at a few basic ideas that will help you grow your 
business.

The eDo$h motto is “Power in numbers” and what you earn is all 
about the numbers. Although the system calculates your earnings 
to the cent by splitting all savings in your down-line (DL) in the 
appropriate ratios, there are a few useful tools you can use in 
managing your down-line.

Firstly, remember there are two ways to earn more – either help more 
people get into and use eDo$h or help people within your DL save 
more. Ideally you will need to focus on both. The more people save, 
the more they will want to grow the business.

Average Earnings Per Down-line Member (AE/DLM)

This number is calculated by taking your total monthly earnings and 
dividing it by the number of members you have in your down-line. 

For example if you introduce 10 members who in turn introduce 
3 members and so on down to your 5th level you will have 1210 
members in your qualifying DL.

Introduce Your DL level Total at that level

You 10 1 10

Your DL level1 3 2 30

Your DL level2 3 3 90

Your DL level3 3 4 270

Your DL level4 3 5 810

1,210

If your AE/DLM was $2.07 in a particular month, you would receive 
$2504.70 ($2.07 x 1210)

This number can be used when you are speaking to your DL about 
promoting a product and increasing their incomes. Taking the above 
example you may decide to try to increase your AE/DLM by $1.00 
per DL member in the following month. You may then concentrate on 
the promotion of a specific product that is new to eDo$h and that you 
know your members would want.

You can prepare your own examples, by working out what 
commissions are received on each product and then simply multiple 
these commissions by the projected number of members in your 
downline, to give you an earnings total. 

Like any good business you can then set your targets. It’s the work-
back principle. Start with the end in mind. How much income would 
you like to receive each month? How many members can you bring 
in and what might they spend and save? E.g. If you had a goal to earn 
$5,000 each month and you believe you could comfortably get your 
AE/DLM up to $5, you would need 1000 members in your down-line.

eDo$h - 
Earnings
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Members can only earn income on 
the savings of their down-line if they 
themselves are using the system and 
saving every month.

eDo$h - 
Payment of Commissions

eDo$h - 
Commission Qualification

One of the greatest motivators for human beings is to see progress in 
action, to achieve reward for effort. When members are logged in to 
eDo$h under their name they see their eDo$h balance. As members 
make purchases and others in their downlines do also, their eDo$h 
balance will increase and be reflected in this changing balance.

Because most purchases made are done direct with the supplier, 
eDo$h is dependent upon receiving the reconciled transaction 
reports from these suppliers. In many instances these are done on 
a monthly basis. This means that the funds can take up to 1 month 
to be reconciled and cleared into your eDo$h account. For this 
reason a ‘Pending Balance’ has being instituted whereby as soon 
as a transaction is made through the system, it will be reflected in a 
members ‘Pending Balance’ which will show underneath ‘Available 
Balance’. The Available Balance represents the transactions that 
are all completed and reconciled and funds have been transferred 
into your eDo$h account, which can then be used to make other 
purchases or be transferred as funds into the members chosen bank 
account. 

As highlighted previously our members can only earn income on the 
savings of their down-line if they themselves are using the system 
and saving every month.

Members need to become Commission Qualified members on an 
ongoing basis in order to earn commissions from their down-line.

Qualification can be achieved by either:

•  Purchasing a Group A suppliers service – this will qualify the 
member for as long as he/she receives commissions from this 
sign up – normally for 12-24 months or

•  Saving at least $60 per quarter from either Group A or Group 
B suppliers. 

It is also important to note that the first quarter qualification is 
automatic. At the end of your first quarter as an eDo$h member, 
we will look at your savings to ensure that you have reached the 
minimum savings requirement. If this has been achieved, you will 
automatically be Commission Qualified for the next quarter.

1.  Start compiling a list of at least 30 people who you feel would be proactive 
in building their own eDo$h business and who have either strong business 
acumen, are passionate in their work or are great people’s persons, who can 
naturally promote. N.B. Whilst virtually everyone on the planet can benefit 
from being a part of eDo$h, it is important to recognise that some are better 
promoters than others. You want the first line of people you recruit to be sharp, 
active and have a successful mindset like yourself. So be selective as to whom 
you recruit as your first downline. Make sure they are going to actively recruit 
others and be willing to support them and help them to do so.

2.  Set Your Goals and Targets. Think Big, but also Think Smart! As with any 
business enterprise, targets need to be established so that you are working 
towards specific goals and achievements. Having an overall goal is great, but 
breaking this down into daily and weekly targets is vital. It is the hundreds of 
small steps that get you to the top of the mountain, not one giant leap.

3.  Develop A Succinct but effective Sales spiel. While eDo$h is promoted 
through the internet and people can join simply by clicking on the link you send, 
the reality is that there may be many who will want to discuss with you first. You 
need to be assertive and confident in your response, so make sure you have 
developed a powerful and confident delivery in how to present eDo$h and what 
it offers in simple, easy to understand terms. 

4.  Develop Your Knowledge and Understanding of the Products and offers. 
As new vendors come on board and specific product offers become available, it 
is important that you keep yourself abreast of these new developments. 

5.  Compile the necessary tools to assist you in promoting both yourself as a 
promoter and the benefits of joining eDo$h. The eDo$h Promoters Pack gives 
you the marketing collateral you need to establish you as a bona fide promoter 
and enables you to build instant rapport with people. Gather the assets such as 
these that will assist you in building your eDo$h enterprise.

eDo$h - 
Building Your Enterprise
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eDo$h allows you 
to build a profitable 
enterprise and help 
others to do the same. 

Welcome to the 
eDo$h community.

It’s as simple as 
click, register, save.

www.edosh.com.au
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